Both of Tech's Cross-Country Teams Defeated

Technology Varsity Cross-Country team suffered a reverse in the hands of Yale. Engineering has now lost its unassailable lead last Saturday is New Haven.

The engineering and members of the instructing staff are permitted to the team. The range, fire-arms are furnished by the Military Science department; targets and ammunition may be sought at the range.

Delta Tau Delta Win L. F. C. Race

Phi Gamma Delta With Wellesley Can't Lose By Only A Half Length

With the scratch of making sure, the Delta Tau Delta shall spread over on the finish line a half length ahead of the Phi Gamma Delta, beaten by Mlle Jane Landquist, the most popular Wellesley spectator, to win the first L.F.C. Crew race which was held on the Charles River last Saturday. There were followed in order of the finish of the Delta Phi Sigma, the Alpha Kappa Sigma and Kappa Sigma. Although the Delta Tau Delta's won the race, the much coveted "proud" Carlisle Cup, also a half length spread over 4 gallons of beer, was also finished in the two top spots. Carlisle and Phi Sigma were placed 2nd and 3rd, respectively.

The members of the Delta Tau Delta Touch Tourney Past 2nd Round

Tourney Now In Round Of Eight: Results Due Monday

The remarkable and cooperative enthusiasm of fraternity, dormitory, and committeemen groups in the Boston area tournament is still being shown by the loyalty and prominentness which is evident in the following.

The field is now down to the group of 8, the quarter finals. This quarterfinal round must be played by Oct. 28 at 9:00 a.m.:

Delta Tau Delta beat Phi Delta 7-2; Phi Delta beat Delta Sigma 8-6; Delta Chi beat Sigma Chi 6-3; Kappa Sigma beat Phi Rho 6-4.